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THE ALPINE CLUB PHOTOGRAPHIC 
EXHIBITION, 1953 

BY G. N. CARRELL 

F it is true that the only people to read this article are the exhi
bitors, who scan the more important parts, it is not surprising that 
the customary cri de cceur that too few members contribute-

fails to reach the ears of those to whom it is addressed. So that it may 
catch the eyes of the enthusiastic few, who may themselves pass on the 
urgent word to their more reticent friends, I set out an appeal in the opening 
paragraph ; for this I believe to be the only serious criticism of all our 
post-war exhibitions: this and the paucity of action-pictures. Standards 
have seemed to me extremely high, though perhaps not surprisingly 
so when we turn to another section of this journal and realise how 
versatile our members have always been. 

This year's exhibition was virtually an eight-man show, by members 
who are clearly experienced and skilled ·photographers. Mr. John 
Tyson's Himalayan prints, for example, were in a class of their own. 
Certainly the equal of Mr. Goodfellow's work at its best both in con
ception and technique, ' Y okanidi Khola ' and ' Tehri-Garhwal Ranges ' 
and ' Mount Api ' being perhaps the best. His ' Bieshorn ' and one 
unnamed (of the Kanzel of the Rothorn ?) were splendid prints on the 
scale and in the style of a vanishing age. Mr. Dixon's achievement was 
to hold up t<? the eye the startling steepness of the Weisshorn north ridge 
much as, I imagine, the climber really sees it, and it would be interesting 
to know whether this technical feat, so unusual among British photo
graphers, was achieved without the aid of a rising front. 

Mrs. Emery's ' W eisshorn ' is a good snapshot of the north ridge ; 
this ridge looks particularly fine when framed so that most of its 
great length is revealed, and for this alone it would be worth while 
taking a quarter-plate camera and set of plates to the top of the 
Bieshorn and the Brunegghorn. Her ' Rothorn and Dent Blanche,' 
like Mr. Goodfellow's ' Zermatt Peaks,' illustrates the mountaineer's 
difficulty of resolving in the viewfinder the competing claims of two 
great peaks; whether to present them separately or as a pair. No 
doubt the best policy is to cover all possible permutations in the field, 
make multiple exposures and exploit them at leisure in the darkroom. 
In this print the two peaks, equal in mass and placing, almost achieve 
the sin of an unresolved duality. With ' On the Schalligrat ' the 
photographer rubs home the truth herself, and most successfully ; 
here we have the Dent Blanche floating cloud-hung and alone above its 
anchoring foreground of rock. ' Concordia Platz ' is an example of a 
print that could have been made less dark, and with better tone values 
overall, and the same applies to Mr. Tyson's ' Pageant.' Both these 
prints were in a low key, and also rather dull, which is not saying the 
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same thing. They prompt one to mention a processing dodge that 
should be better known and which often gives life and sparkle to scenes 
in which the main interest is in the sky, its shadowed image on ice and 
snow, or its reflection from water. You simply give the print twice 
the ' correct ' exposure and then, after fixing and washing, reduce it 
slowly in Farmer's reducer at one-tenth its full strength until the high
lights are almost white. This has the effect of straightening the toe of 
the emulsion's curve and giving spread and brilliance to the middle and 
upper tones at the expense, of course, of the lower tones which though 
well-represented are darkened, and of the blacks which are buried ; 
the net result being very like a Carbon transfer. Such treatment would 
spoil the average long-scale mountain scene, such as Mr. Gunther's 
' Gabelhorn,' for example ; studies relying on atmospheric variation 
and broad effect respond to it well, of sunlight and cloud and the inter
play of their shadow on snowfield, lake and rock. I think it would 
have improved the two prints that prompted this digression. 

Mr. C. D. Milner's 'Aiguille Verte north face from the Col du 
Chardonnet ' is a lesson in straightforward technique, a picture divided 
into an upper and great~r section and a lower and less : the upper per
fectly rendered ice, snow and rock, the lower subordinate and as deep 
in tone as it could be without loss of feature ; the curves of two ridges 
following as they enter the upper quadrant and diverging at the centre, 
where the shadow line drops to reveal the rise of main peak above it. 
' Brenva ·and Peuterey ridges ' was technically superb, and ' Eskdale ' 
and ' Grange Bridge, Borrowdale,' a contre-jour, are examples of the 
kind of thing that had to be left to the landscape artist before the days 
of panchromatism, but which with the help of green and red filters can 
now be made a separate and satisfying branch of photographic con
noisseurship. ' Mountain and Church,' made up to a plain recipe
rock silhouette and cloud is just the dish for those pictorialists who are 
also apostles of simplicity ; and here again one saw how important and 
valuable a point of technique it is to keep basic structure intact in large 
areas of dark tone. If one may venture a criticism of Mr. Milner's 
abundant high quality work it is that he is too prim. . In three exhibi
tions one can recall few really bold conceptions, and only a single 
action-picture in a situation of climbing exposure : alone among the 
excellences that of dramatic force seems politely to have been renounced. 
In saying this one is perhaps placing on his shoulders, as the ablest to 
bear it, a responsibility that should be borne by nearly all who exhibit. 
Occasion has been taken before to lament the rarity of the~ true action
picture, and in the wider sense we can regret the absence from our work 
of dramatic force. No doubt this is to some extent a measure of the 
difficulties ; but not altogether. It is possible that many possess such 
photographs but fail to send them in for fear that they may not be 
thought ' artistic.' But after all we are not members of a mountain 
' study circle,' nor, although hills are our quarry, are we out to hold 
an exhibition of still life. · 

The serial set of photos taken on the Aig. du Diable was accordingly 
• 
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a welcome departure ; one realised with a shock how much it was a 
departure. Mr. Bernard Pierre as usual gives us the hint we need and 
the standard at which to aim. And standards are different here ; no one 
carps at an out-of-focus foreground ; many would be impressed by the 
alarming prospect of what opens out beyond it, and of the immediate 
future were one suddenly to awake in the position of the climber and 
find that it was not a dream. Similarly the adventurous ' L'Isolee ' 
and ' Monte della Disgrazia ' were foci of interest and excitement both 
for those who climb and those who walk. Hans Traub's' Salbitschyn ' 
prints, though perhaps hackneyed to readers of ' Les Alpes ' were 
excellent and of the right kind. Mr. Herophili's ' Le Pie de Roe ' and 
' Campanile Basso ' were both technically excellent, entirely successful 
in giving an effect of exposure, and the only two straight prints to do so. 

Mr. McArthur's unnamed view south, presumably from the upper 
slopes of the Zinal Rothorn, is typical of the best that a climber who 
photographs can ordinarily expect to do, who has to take what comes, 
and when it comes : although the focus of interest, Obergabelhorn, 
cannot be raised physically to the highest position, it has been so raised 
in importance by careful selection of viewpoint and framing ; the main 
peak high, brightly lit and off-centre ; its form repeated and punct~ated 
in a complementary mass below, which being low, little and dark is 
therefore to the master peak subordinate and firmly clinches its 
dominance. A fine piece of craft or a lucky hit, it could be either ; 
but it ~ the quality that can be lived with. ' Descending Piz Ber
nina ' is a good study of ice technically : the human figure is an 
unequivocal thief of other interest from any work of art, owing no doubt 
to projected ego, and it is a truism to say that its inclusion can make or 
mar ; two figures are always hard to handle : in this picture they are 
not integrated and seem to be pottering. ' La Vierge and les Flam
beaux ' is, I think, an example of camera-shake. In ' Hut Building ' the 
three figures are well handled; they are sensibly active, and integrated 
to form a receding diminuendo that leads into the frame whence 
unhappily the main peak leads out. Mr. Hartog's ' Dru from Mon
tanvert ' taught the best lesson in this difficult art ; here were two 
figures purposefully linked both by placing and occupation and 
balanced as to size. To have put the boy nearer than the man is one 
of the many ways in which the nice balance of this composition could 
have been disturbed. . 

Nobody can accuse Mr. Goodfellow either of primness, or of shir~-
ing the responsibilities of introducing into his studies dramatic and 
human interest. Machha Puchhare itself makes no small contribution 
to his successful picture of it, yet this is no more than to say that as 
usual he has photographed the right mountain from the right place, 
and allowed the result to proclaim itself as the most arresting photo
graph in the show. It is perhaps not the best, but is perfectly recorded, 
with middle and low tones subdued and high tones bright but nowhere 
bleached. ' The Chapel, Contreves ' shows an exact sense of com
position ; ' Eastern Annapurna Himal ' how to place a figure in 

• 
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repose; ' Vallot Hut ' and ' Sgurr nan Gillean' how not to introduce 
a figure that is purposeless and strained ; ' Ice Arete of the Brenva' 
how to integrate a pair of climbers certainly full of purpose, and in a 
way that is full of meaning ; ' On top of the Finsteraarhorn ' shows 
a climber who is doing something and is well placed (the other 
two are evidently printer's errors), and ' Dirty Weather on the 
W eisshorn ' shows where and how to post a figure, although not in 
what posture. Finally there is his back-lit ' Descending from the 
AiguiHe de Bionnassay,' an example of insouciant art thrown in by a 
craftsman almost by the way. 

For stereologists there was this year nothing in a format larger than 
cine size, though these were in colour. Here one would like to con
gratulate their author, Mr. Goodfellow, on his virtuosity in being able 
to take a stereo pair in two exposures without using a rigid support. 
The secret is a controlled lateral movement of the hips of exactly two 
and a half inches made between exposures. Colour was on the whole 
good, convincing even on the ridges so long as exposure was kept on the 
generous side ; but any degree of under-exposure gives results too 
painful to contemplate through a stereoscope. 

To sum up : again too many prints from too few hands ; not enough 
action-pictures ; very few technical faults and many virtues. 

Two frames were under-printed at the margin to an extent sufficient 
to exclude them frorn an open exhibition, the offenders Messrs. 
Goodfellow and Tyson. 

• 
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